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In the supplementary material, we first provide more de-
tails about pseudo-bbox generation in the method section.
Then, we present more qualitative results to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our tracker.

1. More Pseudo-bbox Generation Details
As described in the main text (Section 3.2), we conduct

similarity matching to compute the matching point in search
region feature Êl

x for each point in Êl
t according to the sim-

ilarity probability, which can obtain a set of matching points
{(x̂l

k, ŷ
l
k)}Kk=1, where K = htwt. To obtain pseudo-boxes

of the search region, we refer to RepPoints [7] for deriving
the target box b̂lx = (x̂l, ŷl, ŵl, ĥl) with the mean and the
standard deviation of all keypoints. The mean of keypoints
indicates the center of target object, and the standard devi-
ation of keypoints represents the relationship between the
height and width of the target bounding box. Formally,
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where λh, λw are learnable scale factors.

2. Qualitative Results
More Fore-background Agent Activation Maps. Here,
we visualize more activation maps of fore-background
agents (FB-agents) in the template and search region. As
shown in Figure 1, the activation maps are computed by
the similarity between FB-agents and feature maps of the
template and search region, respectively. This reflects the
ability of FB-agents to perceive the foreground and back-
ground of features. For any video sequence of the tracking
scene, it can be seen that FB-agents generated by the FBAL
module can provide sufficient foreground and background
priors, whether for templates or search regions.

More Response Maps Visualization. We visualize more
feature responses in complex scenes and distractor cases
to qualitatively prove the effectiveness of our method. As
shown in Figure 2, recent transformer trackers [8, 1, 5, 4, 6]
utilize plain attention to indiscriminately interact among all
pixels, which are easily disturbed by cluttered backgrounds
due to insufficient consideration of fore-background rela-
tionship, as shown in the right half of Figure 2. Our tracker
can accurately discriminate the specified target features,
benefiting from target-aware capabilities provided by the
FB-agents, driving distribution-aware attention can effec-
tively suppress false responses to the background. In partic-
ular, our tracker has strong discriminative ability in distrac-
tor cases, which also proves that distribution-aware atten-
tion can avoid the influence of distractors more effectively
than appearance-based plain attention.
More Visualization Comparisons between the plain at-
tention mechanism and our DA2 mechanism. In order to
have a clearer understanding of the proposed distribution-
aware attention (DA2) module, as shown in Figure 3, we
further qualitatively analyze the false response point on the
plain attention response maps from the perspective of dis-
tribution similarity, and visually compare the distribution
maps of the two attention mechanisms on the interference
pixel. As can be seen from the first two rows of Figure 3,
plain attention models the relationship between the template
and search region based on the similarity of appearance,
which is easily disturbed by cluttered backgrounds and dis-
tractors, due to the high correlation between similar appear-
ance features of distractors, resulting in being incorrectly
focused. The proposed DA2 module reconstructs the plain
attention from the similarity of the fore-background distri-
butions, which can significantly distinguish the feature of
distractors. Moreover, the last row of Figure 3 proves that
our tracker can also maintain more features belonging to
foreground targets, which leads to the object state estima-
tion more accurate.
Tracking Results. To show the tracking performance of
the proposed tracker more intuitively, we compare it with



Figure 1. Visualizations of fore-background agent activation maps for the template and search region.

Figure 2. The response visualization of search region features to target objects. Maps are calculated by the similarity between the central
of template and the feature map of search region. Our proposed tracker based on distribution-aware attention can greatly enhance the
discriminability of features in complex scenarios and distractors.

some state-of-the-art trackers [8, 1, 2, 3] by directly visu-
alizing the tracking results of video sequences in different
challenging scenarios. As shown in Figure 4 (a) and (d), F-
BDMTrack can still accurately track the target in the pres-

ence of severe distractors, and the results are consistent with
groundtruth. However, some current trackers [8, 1, 2, 3]
utilize appearance-based attention mechanisms, which are
easily distracted by distractors near the target, resulting in



Figure 3. Visualization of distribution maps of proposed distribution-aware attention and plain attention mechanism on distracting pixels.
Distribution-aware attention can effectively suppress the template response to cluttered backgrounds and distractors in the search region.

Figure 4. A comparison of our tracker with state-of-the-art trackers in different challenge scenes. Our tracker can achieve more accurate
tracking in a variety of challenging scenes, such as distractor cases, motion blur and cluttered backgrounds.



mislocalization to distractors. In Figure 4 (b), our tracker
can also accurately locate the target in the case of motion
blur, while some current trackers [8, 1, 2, 3] often have shift
in target state positioning. Because the plain attention based
on appearance similarity is difficult to accurately perceive
the target from the appearance similarity when the target
is moving rapidly, while the proposed DA2 module distin-
guishes the target from the perspective of fore-background
distribution similarity, thus avoiding the dilemma that the
appearance of the same object is not similar. Likewise, in
the cluttered background scenes, as shown in Figure 4 (e),
our tracker achieves superior tracking results, further prov-
ing the effectiveness of fore-ground distribution modeling
via FB-agents on the visual object tracking task.
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